
WRITING A GOOD PARAGRAPH FOR KIDS

The "paragraph hamburger" is a writing organizer that visually outlines the key main elements of a good paragraph, and
each one forms a different "piece" of the hamburger. The example provided is about why a teacher loves teaching!.

How to Teach Writing a Paragraph I. Stoplight writing is an essay writing format that teaches students how to
use a basic paragraph structure. There should be at least 3 of these, but more is even better. The question
"How to write an essay? These layers resemble a hamburger, which also consists of ingredients that have a
certain structure. Use a StopLight Writing Graphic Organizer below as you show explicit modeling of the
paragraph using the colors. You should always consider such assignments as a chance to spend time together,
without putting too much pressure on your child and his abilities. Subsequent sentences following the topic
sentence should all relate back to the topic sentence and either discuss the point raised or support that point
through the provision of evidence and examples. Take the opportunity to reinforce good writing practices
when engaged in classroom reading activities too. Continue reading and underlining paragraphs with the
students using green and yellow until they are showing mastery of basic paragraph structure gauge this by
having them work independently on underlining a paragraph. I have included some handy worksheets as well
as instructions on how to use the Hamburger Paragraph analogy, an old goodie. For example, shifts from the
past tense to present tense without good reason can be as disorientating as time travel itself. You want it to be
a logical and natural sounding order. Have them note too, that there are two ways to delineate a paragraph:
indentation or skipping a line. I want you to then choose JUST three details that support your main idea. Can
we start writing now?! In fact, they could repeat back every single word I had said! If you indent there is no
need to skip a line - and vice versa. It opens the essay and conveys the main thought; Details, which give
additional information on the subject; A conclusion that tells about data, presented in the paragraph. The final
sentence of your conclusion will leave a lasting impression with your audience so never rush or disregard it.
Make a paragraph puzzle Once you have explained everything about the parts of the paragraph, offer your
child to play a game of puzzles. Link: Provide a bridge into the next paragraph at the end of the current
paragraph by using a transition that links to the next paragraph and the main idea or thesis statement. When
they are ready, lead them through a webbing brainstorm, give a StopLight Writing Graphic Organizer to each
student to complete. Repeatedly identify, and have students identify, the concepts and techniques discussed
above until they become second nature. While the majority of paragraphs will contain a topic sentence and
that topic sentence will come first, there are, as always, some exceptions. Next, model your three yellow
sentences based on your graphic organizer. In some instances though you may raise questions or direct your
reader to reconsider a specific aspect of your writing in an effort to challenge their thinking beyond this point.
Teens can learn this skill. The Thesis statement usually appears at the middle or end of the introductory
paragraph of a paper, providing a concise summary of the main point or claim of the piece of writing. Point
out how yellow sentences should use transition words to move from one supporting idea to the next: I was
very nervous at first. As well, you can now have the students begin to write a five paragraph essay using this
same method. We lose a lot of the color and expression of the spoken word when we lay it out cold on the
page. There are two concepts essential to understand in the writing of the perfect paragraph: i. The Fixings â€”
Details The next part of the paragraph includes all of the details about the topic. Encourage your students to
imbue their writing with color and vitality by weaving anecdotes, verbal illustrations, rich details, and facts
and figures throughout their writing. Luckily, I am very patient. Evidence: Back up the point made by
providing evidence or reasons. This article contains useful tips and advice, which will surely help your child to
write paragraphs without any difficulties. Indenting a Paragraph Before starting a paragraph, you child needs
to know how to indent. Ohâ€¦ and we have state testing coming up, and I want you all to really concentrate on
great paragraphs, because they are really important on our upcoming state testing. This can only be attained
through lots of practice - which means lots of writing. How to Use Stoplight Writing After teaching your
students how to use this, they will have the tools to do paragraph writing that includes a topic sentence, three
supporting sentences with details, and a closing sentence. Discuss with the students how the paragraph makes
sense and is in order, although it is far from exciting. After all, who wants a hamburger with just ketchup and
mustard. Make paragraph structure easy for students to visualize using the Stoplight Writing method.


